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13 Spooky Facts about Insurance 
Companies
By John L. “Lin” McCraw III, P.C.

As Halloween looms, and children around 
Texas prepare for their annual sugar high, you 
and your family may be in a decidedly less than 
celebratory mood because a recent injury has 
left you struggling with an insurance claim. It’s 
not an exaggeration to describe some tactics 
that carriers use as downright spooky. Here are 
at 13 of  the scariest facts.

1. Insurers save 8+ percent annually on 
investment profits by delaying paying out 
claims.

Insurance companies know that the longer they 
delay paying claims, the more interest they can 
accrue on that money. To put it another way, 
when you fail to compel an insurer to pay you 
promptly, in some respects, you’re giving the 
carrier an interest-free loan on your money.

2. Insiders estimate that complex software 
programs that insurance companies use, 

such as Colossus, allow carriers to 
lowball claims by 20 percent or more.

For years, insurance companies have used 
super powerful, ultra-sophisticated software 
programs like Colossus to calculate accident 
claims. Consumer advocates say that insurance 
company executives often fine-tune this 
software to consistently yield lowball numbers.

3. Insurance companies put in confusing, 
garbled language in their policies on 
purpose.

Reading the typical insurance policy feels like 
an exercise in masochism. Why? Why do they 
stuff  in complicated and confusing clauses? 
There’s a method to this madness. Insurance 
companies want you to be confused, because 
your confusion will stall progress on your claim.

4. Insurance companies bank on the fact 
that many claimants (most, in fact) won’t 
fight back.
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 “When black cats prowl and 
pumpkins gleam,

May luck be yours on 
Halloween.”
~Author Unknown
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As cynical as this sounds, insurance companies 
actually know, statistically, that most claimants 
will either give up or agree to far less than what 
they could get if  they put in maximum effort. 

5. Insurance companies know that judges 
and juries are loathe to hand out punitive 
damages to punish bad behavior. 

The bar to prove that a carrier did something 
so unethical or troubling that it needs to pay 
extra to a claimant (on top of  money ordinarily 
owed) is very high. Knowing that, insurers feel 
comfortable pushing claimants around.

6. To set rates, insurance companies use a 
secret number that most policyholders 
don’t even know exists.

The Fair Isaac Corporation created something 
called a FICO insurance risk score; 
insurers across the country use this number to 
set quotes, and most customers have no idea it 
what it is.

7. Insurance companies are often the true 
“ambulance chasers.”

Popular culture disparagingly refers to personal 
injury attorneys as “ambulance chasers,” playing 
on a ridiculous image of  an attorney running 
after a newly injured person in an attempt to 
generate business. A more objective analysis 
shows that it’s insurance companies, in fact, 
who engage in so-called “ambulance chasing.” 
After a major accident -- such as a truck 
crash that leads to loss of  life or severe brain 
injury -- an insurance company representing 
a defendant might find itself  on the line for 
hundreds of  thousands or millions of  dollars. 
Company officials thus respond hyper-quickly -- 
sometimes even visiting the scene of  the wreck 
before help arrives -- because the financial 
stakes are so high. 

8. Insurance companies (quietly, behind the 
scenes) have pushed the myth of  “tort 
reform.”

The basic idea behind tort reform is that they 
are “too many” personal injury lawsuits and 
that the threat of  lawsuits impedes business, 
gums up the legal system and scares doctors 
into practicing defensive medicine. These 
propositions, while frustratingly popular, have 
been thoroughly debunked many times. See 
here and here. 

9. Insurance companies hire secret 
investigators to videotape claimants.

Sounds crazy, but it’s true. Their goal is to snag 
evidence that claimants are not as hurt as they 
say they are, so the carrier can cut off  funds. 
This practice doesn’t just occur in the U.S. – it’s 
a global phenomenon.  

10. Some companies engage in conscious, 
companywide efforts to purposely deny 
or lowball claims against genuinely 
injured victims.

For more about one of  the most well-known 
of  these debacles, click here to read about 
Allstate’s famous “boxing gloves” strategy.

11. Insurance companies track which 
lawyers are tough on them and which 
ones are not.

Using Colossus and similar software, insurance 
companies rate personal injury attorneys and use 
these data to inform their negotiation tactics.

12. Insurance companies (untruthfully) 
persuade accident victims that they 
don’t need attorneys and that they will 
get more money if  they settle things 
themselves.

Per the Insurance Research Counsel (based on a 
study conducted in 2004), claimants represented 
by attorneys win settlements on average that 
are 3.5 times more than what non-represented 
claimants win, even after subtracting out 
attorney fees. 

13. Insurance companies pitch themselves 
to consumers as “on your side,” when 
market pressures demonstrate otherwise.

Even if  an insurer wanted to behave more 
ethically and fairly than its industry peers, it 
would have a very hard time surviving in today’s 
environment, because it would have to pay out 
more money in claims and thus survive on less 
profits than its competitors. In other words, it’s 
not just that individual companies behave badly 
but rather that industry fundamentals make “fair 
play” very difficult to achieve.

Fortunately, you don’t have to solve your 
insurance related scares on your own. The team 
here at McCraw Law Group can help. Please 
call us today for a free consultation about your 
matter at 972-854-7900.
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Your 7th Amendment 
right to trial by jury is 
the right that protects 

all of  your other rights.  
Members of  the firm 
stand resolute in the 

protection of  the right to 
a trial by jury.


